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Product data sheet

Issue date:

Trilogy frame

Double-sided frame, can be used on both sides, with Block System
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Technical information

code notes cm (comm. sizes) cm (real sizes) C pcs kg m³
00007700V Grey shockproof rubber edge  40   10,5  40   10,5 5 3,22 0,009
00007700E Green shockproof rubber edge  40   10,5  40   10,5 5 3,22 0,009

SYSTEM
Flat mop system with double sided frame, to be used with pre-soaking, soaking on demand with soaking 
station or with the convenient wringer
Ideal for high-performance professional cleaning

G R E E N   B O X

Eco-friendly: completely made of polypropylene, non-rusting, solid and entirely recyclable

Advantages

• Time-saving: you double the cleaned surface thanks to the flat mops with two cleaning sides
• If used with the pre-soaking system, you cut the quantity of necessary mops in half thanks to the two cleaning sides
• If used with the wringer, you go back to the bucket to rinse and wring out the mop half the times as the two cleaning sides of the mop double 

the dirt collection power
• Easy: mop changing is easy and quickly
• Touch-free: the detaching system avoids any contact with the dirt

Compatibility

Compatible with any handle with hole with diameter from 18 to 23 mm

Material
Polypropylene
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Features

Provided with 360° articulated joint for greatest flexibility

Related products

Telescopic handle TNT Trilogy disposable cloth

Tri Wet flat mop Tri Wet 1 Mop

Tri Safe flat mop

Product options

Trilogy Frame made with antibacterial 
polypropylene
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